PICOTE BRUSH COATING™
Utilize Picote’s experience and know-how to take your business even further
with a proven, certified system for pipe renovation.
www.picotebrushcoating.com

TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Renovate old or deteriorated pipes and drains from 1¼” to 12’’ diameter with the Picote Brush
Coating™ System. Our 100% Solids Epoxy resin is applied in multiple layers and provides a
damp proof, corrosion resistant, wear-resistant lining. Renovate entire piping systems like
apartment buildings or businesses with minimal disruption, avoiding costly replacements. Our
system has a variety of applications to expand your business offerings with new opportunities.
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PICOTE HIGH-SPEED CLEANING
Before coating prepare pipes with a Picote Miller
Picote Millers provide very efficient high-speed cleaning with a variety of tools for cast
iron, clay, concrete and PVC pipes 1¼" to 12" including a wide range of grinding chains.
Simply select the tool you need and attach it to the machine shaft to clean even problem pipes fast. After completing the cleaning process, mount the Coating Pump to the
Miller to begin coating.

PICOTE 100% SOLIDS DUAL COLOR EPOXY
The Picote Brush Coating™ System uses a specially
formulated 100% Solids Epoxy resin. The easy lock
and load cartridges work with the Picote Smart Mixer 2.0 to offer a simple, mess-free solution. Improve
quality control with the unique dual color system.
The epoxy is designed to be applied in multiple contrasting layers.
Simply start with the color that offers the highest
contrast to the host pipe. This makes it simple to
visually verify that the entire pipe has been coated properly. This high performance resin has been
ASTM tested and NSF/61.5 approved. The Picote
Brush Coating System is now WRc certified.

PICOTE SMART MIXER 2.0
Keep It Simple

Smart Mixer 2.0 is designed to perfectly mix
the dual component epoxy every time by
pushing the material simultaneously through
a specially designed static mixing tip. The
Smart mixer easily mounts onto the coating
pump for an easier user experience.

PUMP IT UP

In order to provide a mess free
installation and easy clean up, the
Maxi and Mini Coating Pumps use
a low pressure peristaltic pump
to pump the resin.

TAKE CONTROL

With pipe coating, control is key.
Our pumps come with a digital
control box that gives the installer
the control they need for a
successful job.

The Picote Brush
Coating™ System
is designed for the
changing environment,
including very tight
or demanding work
spaces, making this
a great solution for
multiple scenarios.

A FLEXIBLE & PRACTICAL SOLUTION
Suitable for vertical or horizontal pipelines whether they are lined or unlined, the Picote Brush
Coating™ System is portable and compact. The shaft and brushes are very flexible, making it easy
to navigate multiple bends even in very small pipes (from 1¼” with the Mini Miller and Mini Pump).
If there are several bends or if the line set becomes difficult to push through the pipe, try using the
Picote Hose Lubricant to reduce friction. The Maxi Miller Pump system is designed to coat longer
and larger diameter pipes (3” to 12”) by using wider profile brushes that provide a smoother and
thicker coat of material. The cone-shaped resin cup keeps new material moving to the hose easily.

THE MINI MILLER & MINI PUMP
•
•

Pump up to 75ft
1¼” to 6” pipes

THE MAXI MILLER & MAXI PUMP
•
•

Pump up to 135ft
3” to 12” pipes

ADDED BENEFITS
NEW OPPORTUNITIES

The Picote Brush Coating™ System can create many new opportunities for your business. With
a wide variety of applications, there are many ways to generate new business that compliments
the work you already do.

SIMPLE & EASY

The system was designed to keep the coating process simple and easy.
From set up to clean up, the Picote Brush Coating™ system utilizes a
practical work flow. Disposable parts make clean up fast.

VERSATILITY

Clean, descale, reinstate and degrease in addition to coating. Suitable
for concrete, PVC, clay, cast iron and ductile pipes, effectively clean and
prepare pipes first with the same system.

SAFETY

The Picote Mini and Maxi Millers both feature safety clutches and
shielded foot pedals. The shaft is covered by an outer casing which makes
it safe for the user to hold.

WARRANTY

A limited 10 year product warranty is available, ask Picote for details.

GET THE MOST OUT OF

YOUR PICOTE
CLEAN WELL, IT MATTERS!

Preparation is vital to the success of your coating project.
Simply attach a Picote Chain to your Miller to thoroughly
descale, and finish off with the Wire Brush to remove fine
debris.

SAVE MONEY, BUY IN BULK!

Did you know that it’s possible to save money when you
purchase the Picote Delivery Hose in large quantities?
Ask your Picote Reseller for details.

SAVE VALUABLE TIME!
Cure faster with the Picote Heater. Apply heat between
coats and cure layers in as little as one hour! The Picote
Heater can also be used during preparation to clean and
dry the pipe.

PICOTE BRUSH COATING™ IN THE FIELD
Picote has been involved in a number of challenging projects
across many States over the last few years. Here is one of the
more unusual ones to date:

Water Fountain, Columbia, South Carolina, USA
(May 2018)
A large fountain experienced a loss of water pressure. Sand
was found in the pipe but no major breaks were present. An
8” return line for the fountain was coated with the Picote Maxi
Coating Pump. Chris Bergeron and his Team from Drain Pro
completed the works.

Benefit:
The Maxi Pump allowed a faster and longer application of five coats of resin resulting in a restored
water pressure in the fountain. Traditional replacement would have been risky because of the intricate
piping system in the fountain.

Watch an overview of this project on the
Picote Solutions YouTube channel!

TRAIN WITH PICOTE
Picote offers a range of training options at our Training Centers in Anderson, SC, and also in
Finland and the United Kingdom. Become certified with the Picote Brush Coating™ System
and learn how it can expand your business opportunities.
HANDS ON
The best way to fully understand any
system is to get your hands on it and
try it out. Our trainings build confidence before going out in the field.

PREPARATION
The key to any successful coating project is the correct preparation. Learn
the best methods and handy tips to
ensure that your pipe prep goes well.

OPERATION
Get the most out of your Miller and
Picote Brush Coating™ System with
guidance from our highly experienced
technical team. Learn the fundamental skills to get you started.

SUPPORT
Once you have learned the ropes we
will still be on hand to support and
advise you. On-site support is also
possible, please contact us to find out
the options.

For further details please contact:
training@picotesolutions.com

CONTACT YOUR RESELLER
/SALESPERSON
/PICOTE

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

USA: JAKE SALTZMAN
INFORMATION & SUPPORT EMAIL: jake@picotesolutions.com
support@picotesolutions.com +1 864-401-1445

USA: ARI STENMAN
ari@picotesolutions.com
+1 630-383-9681

ROW: RICHARD SWAN
richard@picotesolutions.com
+44 (0)7827 223237

